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PAD ARCHITECTURE FOR BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY
FOR BI-DIRECTIONAL TRANSCEIVER MODULE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims priority to and the benefit of United States Provisional

Patent Application Serial No. 60/452,249, dated March 5, 2003 and entitled "Pin

Architecture for Backwards Compatibility for Bi-Directional Transceiver Modules",

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. The Field of the Invention

[002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to interfaces between optical

transceivers and computers or communications devices that operate with the

transceivers. More particularly, exemplary embodiments of the present invention relate

to an electrical pad architecture that permits interoperability between optical transceiver

modules and computers or communications devices.

2. The Relevant Technology

ft* =

O p £ I 3 * [003] In the field of data transmission, one method of efficiently transporting data is

£o<!^=> through the use of fiber optics. Typically, data transmission via fiber optics is

< | o 2 S £ implemented by way of an optical transmitter, such as a light emitting diode or laser,

g < " < while data reception is generally implemented by way of an optical receiver, such as a

photodiode. Light signals allow for extremely high transmission rates and very high

bandwidth capabilities. Also, light signals are resistant to electro-magnetic
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interferences that would otherwise interfere with electrical signals. Light signals are

more secure because they do not allow portions of the signal to escape from the fiber

optic cable as can occur with electrical signals in wire-based systems. Light also can be

conducted over greater distances without the signal loss typically associated with

electrical signals on copper wire.

[004] As with copper wire or other conductors, optical cables allow for the bi-

directional flow of data. One method of achieving bi-directional communication is

through the use of two fiber optic cables. A first cable can be used to transmit data

from a first communications device to a second communications device and the second

cable can be used for transmitting data from the second communications device to the

first communications device. Such a configuration is depicted in Figure 1, which

depicts a standard small form factor pluggable (SFP) connector configuration 100.

[005] Connector configuration 100 includes a first communications module 102 and a

second communications module 104 connected by a first cable 106 and a second cable

108. A transmitter 110 in first communications module 102 is connected via first cable

106 to a receiver 112 in second communications module 104. Similarly, a transmitter

114 in second communications module 104 is connected via a second cable 108 to a

receiver 116 in first communications module 102. Thus, data is transmitted between

first communications module 102 and second communications module 104

unidirectionally on each of cables 106, 108 from transceivers 110, 114 to receivers 112,

116, respectively.

[006] Nevertheless, it is often desirable to limit the number of fiber optic cables

between two communication points to save on material costs and installation. The link

density is also limited by the number of fiber optic connectors that can be fitted on the
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face plate of a switch box containing an array of transceivers. This need has led to the

development of bi-directional systems that limit the number of cables (and connectors)

by both sending and receiving data on the same fiber optic cable. This is possible

because of the directional nature of an optical signal propagating along a fiber optic

cable. Generally, the use of circulators or beam splitters makes bi-directional

communication possible on a single fiber optic cable.

[007] A conventional bi-directional transceiver module configuration 200 is depicted

in Figure 2. This method of bi-directional communication along a single fiber-optic

cable involves the use of lasers with different wavelengths. Commonly, a 1550

nanometer distributed feedback (DFB) laser is used to propagate an optical signal in one

direction, while a 1310 nanometer Fabry Perot laser (FP) is used to propagate the

optical signal in the opposite direction. This configuration has some drawbacks. The

configuration requires two types of complementary transceivers, with different

transceivers being used at the two communications devices engaging in the bi-

directional communication. For example, one communications device must have a

transceiver with a 1550 nanometer transmitter and a 1310 nanometer receiver, while the

other communications devices must have a complementary transceiver having a 1310

nanometer transmitter and a 1550 nanometer receiver.

[008] This bi-directional configuration 200 allows bi-directional data transmission

between a first module 202 and a second module 204 via a single cable 206. In this

configuration, each of the first and second modules 202, 204 has a transmitter 208, 210,

respectively, for transmitting at a distinct wavelength from the other. Consequently,

first module 202 transmits at a first wavelength (e.g. 1550 nanometers) and second

module 204 transmits at a second wavelength (e.g. 1310 nanometers). Similarly, first
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module 202 has a first receiver 212 for receiving signals propagated at the second

wavelength. Second module 204 has a second receiver 214 for receiving signals

propagated at the first wavelength. First and second modules 202, 204 as depicted, also

contain beam splitters 216, 218, respectively. Beam splitters 216, 218 separate

incoming signals propagated at one wavelength from outgoing signals propagated at a

different wavelength. The first and second modules 202, 204 are structurally distinct.

They must be carefully paired so that each can receive the proper signal transmitted by

the opposing module. However, industry standards are changing.

[009] The telecommunications industry has a continuous need to both increase data

transmission rates and to migrate from larger to smaller devices without sacrificing data

transmission rates. For example, gigabit interface connectors (GBIC) are being

replaced by small form factor connectors, often small form factor pluggable (SFP)

connectors. GBIC converters include an interface module that converts the light signal

from a fiber channel cable into electronic signals for use by a network interface card.

SFP connectors provide the same functionality as a regular GBIC connector but in a

smaller and denser physical size. Nevertheless, because of the large volume of legacy

cable and connector systems that are already in use, the need for smaller and faster

systems is tempered by the desire to avoid replacing existing cables and other legacy

[010] One recent approach utilizes existing Lucent Connector (LC) cables. These LC

O § * u 5

m g<os;
P s h 5 p t devices.

p£ £
<
1 8 5 cables have paired fibers, each of which conventionally transmits optical data

O <
^

unidirectionally. This approach uses each cable for bi-directional data transmission and

does not require two types of modules since both transceivers in the module are

identical. This transceiver module requires a total of four lasers and four
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photodetectors, or one for each of two distinct wavelengths that are transmitted in

opposite directions in each of the two cables. The modules require a complex

negotiation procedure by which opposing transceiver modules at either end of an optical

cable communicate to determine the wavelengths that each will send and each will

receive.

[Oil] Another bi-directional approach to increasing data transmission capacity on

existing dual cable systems is to transmit signals in opposing directions along a single

wavelength on each optical cable, thus requiring only one transmitter and one receiver

at each end of each optical cable. However, the use of identical wavelengths results in a

problematic optical reflection that can be caused by the fiber interconnects. A receiver

sees the data transmissions from the transmitters at both ends of the optical cable rather

than just the intended transmitter at the opposite end of the optical cable. This system

therefore requires the use of complex echo cancellation devices to remove the reflected

data transmissions that are not intended to reach the receiver.

[012] As noted above, various optical transceiver modules for communicating bi-

directional signals on optical fibers have been developed. These transceiver modules

can use optical fiber infrastructures more efficiently and can provide a higher

transceiver density in the chassis or patch panel receiving the transceivers. However, it

is often difficult for network administrators to adopt such bi-directional optical

transceiver modules because of the existing and expensive communications devices that

are configured for use with unidirectional transceivers.

[013] For example, the Small Form-Factor Pluggable Transceiver Multi-Source

Agreement (SFP MSA), which is incorporated herein by reference, specifies a specific

pad architecture. Pads are electrical contacts generally formed on a flat surface that
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electrically connect a module, such as a transceiver module, to a patch panel or other

device. The pads are a male portion of a connector, while the corresponding female

portion is found in the patch panel. In some applications, the pads are found on both a

top surface and a bottom surface of a portion of an optoelectronic module. The SFP

MSA defines specific uses for the pads. However, the SFP MSA was not created to

support small form factor pluggable optical transceiver modules that use bi-directional

communication. Thus, the use of bi-directional transceivers generally has required the

acquisition of communications devices that can electrically interface with the bi-

directional transceiver modules to receive and transmit data. This has resulted in the

abandonment of otherwise state-of-the-art communications devices that operate

according to, for example, the SFP MSA.

figs
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[014] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention overcome the limitations

discussed above by selectively adapting the pad architecture on bi-directional opto-

electronic transceiver modules to connect to legacy unidirectional ports, panels, and the

like. Conversely, exemplary embodiments also selectively adapt the pad architecture on

bi-directional patch panels or ports to connect to legacy unidirectional optoelectronic

transceiver modules.

[015] Optoelectronic transceivers built according to the Small Form-Factor Pluggable

Transceiver Multi-Source Agreement (SFP MSA) use twenty pads or a twenty pad

architecture to connect the Small Form Factor (SFP) module and the port or patch panel

receiving the SFP module. In one exemplary embodiment, the functions of one or more

of the pads on a bi-directional transceiver module are altered so that a transceiver

module can function in either of a bi-directional mode or a unidirectional mode. The

alteration allows the module to connect to either a bi-directional or unidirectional port.

The module can have a pair of transmitters and a pair of receivers. When connecting to

a unidirectional port, the pads that connect the second transmitter and receiver are idle,

while the pads that connect the first transmitter and receiver are adapted to provide

electrical connections to the unidirectional port.

[016] Optoelectronic transceivers can also be built according to other standards, such

as but not limited to, the standards associated with 10 Gigabit Small Form Factor

Pluggable (XFP) modules. The XFP module uses thirty pads or thirty pad architecture

to connect the XFP module and the port or patch panel receiving the XFP module. In

one exemplary embodiment, the functions of one or more of the pads on a bi-directional

transceiver module are altered so that a transceiver module can function in either of a
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bi-directional mode or a unidirectional mode. The alteration allows the module to

connect to either a bi-directional or unidirectional port. The module can have a pair of

transmitters and a pair of receivers. When connecting to a unidirectional port, the pads

that connect the second transmitter and receiver are idle, while the pads that connect the

first transmitter and receiver are adapted to provide electrical connections to the

unidirectional port.

[017] In an alternate exemplary embodiment, the functions of some pads on the bi-

directional port or panel are altered. The alteration allows the bidirectional panel to

accept either bi-directional or unidirectional transceiver modules to connect and

function correctly. When connecting a unidirectional module, for example, an SFP

module or XFP module, to the port, the pads in the port that connect the second

transmitter and receiver in a bi-directional module are idle. This allows a single

photonic module to function with either bi-directional and unidirectional ports or patch

panels without modifying the structure of the photonic module. Hence, the present

invention advantageously reduces costs and the complexity of interfacing bi-directional

and unidirectional system.

[018] These and other objects and features of the present invention will become more

§ § a,
E fully apparent from the following description and appended claims, or may be learned

QfehuhS by the practice of the invention as set forth hereinafter.

0 <
35
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[019] In order that the manner in which the advantages and features of the invention

are obtained, a particular description of the invention will be rendered by reference to

specific embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the appended drawings.

Understanding that these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the invention

and are not, therefore intended to be considered limiting of its scope, the invention will

be described and explained with additional specificity and detail through the use of the

accompanying drawings in which:

[020] Figure 1 is a prior art schematic diagram of a bi-directional transceiver module

system;

[021] Figure 2 is a prior art schematic diagram of an SFP transceiver module system;

[022] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram that illustrates aspects of a bi-directional

transceiver module according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[023] Figure 4 is another schematic diagram that illustrates aspects of a bi-directional

transceiver module according to an alternate exemplary embodiment;

[024] Figure 5A illustrates a top view of a printed circuit board capable of being used

in the exemplary transceiver modules of the present invention;

[025] Figure 5B shows top and bottom views of the pad architecture used in SFP

optical transceiver modules; and

transceiver modules

optical transceiver modules and the adaptation thereof to support bi-directional optical

[026] Figure 5C sets forth one exemplary embodiment of a pad architecture for SFP
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[027] Reference will now be made to the drawings to describe various aspects of

exemplary embodiments of the invention. It is to be understood that the drawings are

diagrammatic and schematic representations of such exemplary embodiments, and are

not limiting of the present invention, nor are they necessarily drawn to scale. In the

following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a

thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be obvious, however, to one

skilled in the art, that the exemplary embodiments of the present invention may be

practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known aspects of

optical systems have not been described in particular detail in order to avoid

unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.

[028] While the exemplary embodiments of the invention discussed below are well-

suited for use in conjunction with a high speed data transmission system conforming to

the small form factor pluggable (SFP) standards, such operating environment is

exemplary only and embodiments of the invention may be employed in any of a variety

of optical data transmission systems. For instance, the invention also applies to systems

conforming to 10 Gigabit small form factor pluggable (XFP) standards.

[029] According to one exemplary embodiment of the invention, provided is a

module, such as but not limited to, an optical transceiver module that can operate with

either a bi-directional communication device or a unidirectional communication device

without changing the physical structure of the module. This allows a single module to

be interchangeably used with various communication devices. A "communications

device" as used herein, refers to any hardware device that sends electrical signals to or

receives electrical signal from an optical transceiver module, whether or not such
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hardware device operates in a bi-directional module or a unidirectional mode. This

hardware device may include one or more ports that receive the optical transceiver

module. Examples of communications devices include, but are not limited to,

individual computers, communications boxes, and patch panels having a chassis that

provides a plurality of ports. The ports are designed to interface electrically with the

optical transceiver module.

[030] A communication device that operates with unidirectional optical

communication may be termed a "legacy" communication device. The term "legacy"

refers to a communication infrastructure that is designed to operate with unidirectional

optical communication, and extends to unidirectional optical transceiver modules and

communications devices designed to operate with unidirectional optical transceiver

modules. One example of a legacy device is a communications device or an optical

transceiver module constructed according to the SFP MSA.

[031] As mentioned above, the present invention provides a transceiver module that is

backward compatible, i.e., that can function with both unidirectional and bi-directional

communication devices. The transceiver modules of the present invention enable

interoperability of legacy components and bi-direction components that is currently

impossible.

[032] In general, the use of a bi-directional component and a legacy unidirectional

component permits the bi-directional component to operate in a unidirectional manner.

The combination of bi-directional components and legacy unidirectional components

does not result in bi-directional signals being propagated over an optical fiber.

However, exemplary embodiments of the invention do permit the legacy and bi-

directional components to communicate using unidirectional optical signals. In
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contrast, conventional systems would be inoperative if an attempt were made to

combine legacy unidirectional components with bi-directional components. Exemplary

embodiments of the invention allow network administrators to begin to adopt bi-

directional components without losing the entire value of their previous investment in

legacy hardware. The network administrators can continue to use much of their legacy

hardware while selectively introducing the use of bi-directional components.

[033] The interoperability of bi-directional components can take many forms. For

example, a bi-directional optical transceiver module can be used with a legacy

communications device without modifying the existing connectors or architecture of the

communications device. Similarly, a communications device that is otherwise capable

of operating with bi-directional optical transceiver modules can connect to and

communicate with a legacy unidirectional transceiver module. In addition, a

communications device, whether legacy or bi-directional, can operate using a

combination of legacy and bi-directional optical transceiver modules. In other words,

exemplary embodiments of the present invention enable bi-directional components to be

backwards compatible with legacy components in a broad range of configurations.

[034] This document describes an example of a bi-directional optical transceiver

§ § 5 module with which exemplary embodiments of the invention can be used. However,

P § h w P £ the bi-directional optical transceiver module described in detail below is just one
>H O < H T *^

5 2 § o h u example of the bi-directional modules that can be used according to exemplary

p§ t § 8 5 embodiments of the invention to operate in a unidirectional manner when connected to

O «

a communications device. Other examples can include conventional bi-directional

optical transceiver modules. In general, exemplary embodiments of the present

invention can be used with bi-directional optical transceiver modules that operate in
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substantially any manner so long as the components of the optical transceiver module

can be housed in a structure that is compatible with the required pad architecture.

1. Example of Bi-directional Optical Transceiver Module

[035] One example of bi-directional optical transceiver modules that can operate

according to exemplary embodiments of the invention is a small form factor transceiver

module that is modified to have a pair of bi-directional optical assemblies, each with a

transmitter and a receiver. This advantageously allows each of the two optical cables

that connect with the transceiver module to carry bi-directional optical signals, thereby

doubling the data transmission capacity of the cables without changing the size of the

cables or transceiver modules.

[036] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram that illustrates aspects of one example of a dual

wavelength bi-directional link system, designated generally as reference numeral 300.

More particularly, Figure 3 depicts a first bi-directional communications module 302

and a second bi-directional communications module 304 connected by a first cable 306

and a second cable 308. First and second cables 306, 308 may include legacy cables

(connected to legacy connectors) so that the exemplary embodiments of the present

g § H invention may be implemented without necessitating any change in existing cables and

°, § * S

1

3
(jp « < 5 § x
Q £ h £ P fS connectors, thereby reducing the implementation costs of this module.

O < H t ^ *

5 ° § 3 °
* [037] Although first and second cables 306 and 308 are therefore potentially identical

^
<
i s j in structure to first cable 106 and second cable 108 from the prior art system depicted in

o ^

^ Figure 1, first and second cables 306 and 308 are utilized differently than they would be

used by conventional systems. They have bi-directional optical data flowing along their

lengths rather than the unidirectional flow that is directed through first cable 106 and
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second cable 108. Thus, the embodiment illustrated in Figure 3 greatly increases the

utilization of the existing fiber optic infrastructure.

[038] First bi-directional communications module 302 and second bi-directional

communications module 304 can be identical modules, each having a pair of bi-

directional subassemblies therein. For example, first module 302 can have first and

second bi-directional sub-assemblies 310, 312. Second module 304 can have first and

second bi-directional sub-assemblies 322, 324. Each of the bi-directional subassemblies

310, 312, 322, 324 is in communication with one end of one of cables 306, 308. Each

bi-directional subassembly 310, 312, 322, 324 includes a transmitter and receiver pair.

For example, in first module 302 the subassembly 310 includes a transmitter 314 and a

receiver 316, while subassembly 312 includes a transmitter 318 and a receiver 320.

Similarly, in second module 304 the subassembly 322 includes a transmitter 326 and a

receiver 326, while subassembly 324 includes a transmitter 330 and a receiver 332.

Receivers 316, 320, 326, and 332 can include a photodetector such as, by way of

example only, a Longwave PIN diode manufactured by Sensors Unlimited, part number

1008696, or other photodetectors known in the art. It can be understood by those

skilled in the art that each receiver 316, 320, 326, and 332 can be a receiver optical

subassembly (ROSA), such as one of those known to those skilled in the art.

[039] Transmitter 314 of subassembly 310 in first bi-directional module 302, can be,

by way of example only, a 1550 nanometer distributed feedback (DFB) laser.

Transmitter 314 thereby provides a first wavelength data transmission that is propagated

through first cable 306 and received by receiver 332 of subassembly 324 in second bi-

directional communications module 304. Transmitter 330 of subassembly 324 in

second bi-directional module 304 can be, also by way of example only, a 1310
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nanometer Fabry Perot (FP) Laser. Transmitter 330 thereby provides a second

wavelength data transmission that is propagated through first cable 306 in a direction

opposite the first wavelength. This second wavelength data transmission is received by

receiver 316 of subassembly 310 in second bi-directional communications module 302.

The transmitters and receivers in subassemblies 312 and 326 operate similarly.

[040] According to this example of bi-directional optical transceiver modules, the

wavelengths of the signals traveling in opposite directions on a single fiber are

sufficiently different to prevent the receivers from experiencing optical crosstalk due to

internal reflection from the outgoing optical signals. No complex echo cancellation

device is required to remove the crosstalk.

[041] Although reference is made to each transmitter 314, 318, 326, 330 being a laser,

it can be understood by those skilled in the art that each transmitter 314, 318, 326, 330

can be a transmitter optical subassembly (TOSA), such as one of those known to those

skilled in the art.

[042] The bi-directional communications modules 302, 304 also include a module

casing 334, 336 configured to house or provide attachment points for other components

included in the bi-directional communications modules 302, 304. The bi-directional

communications modules 302, 304 further include duplex connectors (not depicted)

disposed on the module casing 334, 336 configured to mate with connectors (not

depicted) affixed to cables 306, 308. Other conventional elements of bi-directional

communications modules can be included in bi-directional communications modules

302, 304 as necessary or desired.

[043] Referring now to Figure 4, bi-directional communications module 400 can

advantageously incorporate beam splitters 402, 404. Beam splitters 402, 404 can be, by
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way of example only, near-IR dielectric mirrors, model 5152, manufactured by New

Focus, or other beam splitters known to those of skill in the art. The beam splitters 402,

404 are positioned between optical cables 406, 408, transmitters 410, 412, and receivers

414, 416, respectively. Thus, for example, a properly selected beam splitter 402

receives a signal from transmitter 410 containing a first signal along a first wavelength

and passes it to cable 406. From an opposite direction, beam splitter 402 also receives a

second signal via cable 406 containing data along the second wavelength. The beam

splitter then reflects this second signal towards receiver 414. Thus, data in the first and

second wavelengths is effectively routed to and from transmitter 410, receiver 414, and

cable 406 by beam splitter 402. Of course, beam splitter 402 could also be configured

to pass the signals containing the second wavelengths intended for receiver 414 and

reflect the signals containing the first wavelengths received from transmitter 410. Beam

splitter 404, transmitter 412, receiver 416, and cable 408 operate similarly, except

transmitter 412 transmits signals along the second wavelength and receiver 416 receives

signals along the first wavelength.

[044] Of course, a number of other currently known and future developed devices for

separating wavelengths are compatible with the transceiver module. These may

include, by way of example only, a WDM fiber optic splitter manufactured by Thor

Labs, part number WD202B.

[045] By way of example, the optical transceiver module of Figure 4 can be

implemented as a Small Form Factor Pluggable ("SFP") bi-directional transceiver

module. Such transceiver modules are configured for Gigabit Ethernet and/or Fibre

Channel and/or Sonet compliance. Moreover, these transceiver modules can operate

over a wide range of temperatures. For example, some of these transceiver modules are
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effective over a temperature range of about 80°C, such as from about -10°C to about

+70°C Of course, such embodiments and associated operating parameters are

exemplary only, and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention in any way.

Other embodiments of the invention may be implemented in other dual cable

compatible transceiver modules.

[046] Although an SFP bi-directional optical transceiver module that used

complementary wavelengths has been described above, exemplary embodiments of the

invention can be practiced with substantially any bi-directional optical transceiver

modules that operate in this or other ways. For instance, other bi-directional optical

transceiver modules can include a total of four lasers divided into two pairs of two

lasers each. The two lasers in each pair have the two complementary wavelengths.

When used to communicate using bi-directional optical signals, only one of the two

lasers in each pair is used. Moreover, the particular laser of the pair is selected so that

complementary wavelengths are transmitted over the optical fiber. The selection

process uses a negotiation process between one optical transceiver module at a first end

of the optical fiber and the corresponding other optical transceiver module at the other

end of the fiber. Although this type of bi-directional optical transceiver module is

generally more complex and expensive compared to the modules of Figure 4, these and

other modules can also be used according to the invention to interoperate with legacy

communications devices that support only unidirectional communication.

[047] Further, it will be understood that although reference is made to the transceiver

module being an SFP bi-directional transceiver module, it can be understood that the

optical transceiver module can be a 10 Gigabit Small Form Factor Pluggable (XFP) bi-

directional transceiver module. As with the SFP bi-directional transceiver module, the
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XFP bi-directional transceiver module can mount to a compatible communication

device or unit and can operate in both bi-directional and unidirectional modes.

2. Pad Architecture for Interoperability between Legacy and Bi-directional

Components

[048] To facilitate interoperability of the above-described bi-directional transceiver

modules with both legacy and bi-directional communication devices, the pad

architecture and associated connectors of the modules are modified to enable legacy

communication devices to communicate with bi-directional components or modules in a

way that enables backwards compatibility while using the bi-directional components for

unidirectional communication. Although exemplary embodiments of the invention can

be implemented using any of a variety of existing pad architectures and connectors that

are otherwise used in conventional unidirectional communication, the invention will be

described in detail below in the context of a twenty pad connector that is adapted from

the SFP MSA standard. When the invention is practiced in accordance with standards

applicable to XFP modules, a thirty pad connector or a thirty pad architecture can be

used. More generally, the invention may be practiced with a variety of different optical

modules having a variety of different number of pads, whether a greater or lesser

number of pads than provided for in the SFP MSA standard or any standards associated

with a XFP module.

[049] A typical pad architecture and connector for providing an interface between a

communications device and a unidirectional optical transceiver module includes pads

for transmitting and receiving data using a single transmitter optical sub-assembly

(TOSA) and a single receiver optical sub-assembly (ROSA). Additional pads help to
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diagnose, disable and otherwise operate an optical transceiver module that includes a

single TOSA and a single ROSA. A legacy communications device has this type of pad

architecture and connector, as does a legacy unidirectional transceiver module. The

present invention changes the existing pad architecture so that a bi-directional

transceiver module can operate with either legacy or bi-directional communication

devices.

[050] Figure 5A shows a top view of an exemplary printed circuit board (PCB),

designated generally as reference numeral 500. The PCB 500 is found in, for example,

SFP transceiver module packages such as those described above with respect to Figures

3 and 4. PCB 500 includes a substrate 502 on which is mounted a series of electrical

pads 504 for connecting PCB 500 to an optoelectronic device, such as a panel or the

like, configured for receiving the connector. It should be noted that PCB 500 can also

have a series of pads located on the opposite side of substrate 502, these pads being

below pads 504. In general, substrate 502 can also include numerous electrical

components and circuits, but for clarity such components and circuits are not shown.

These electrical components and circuits can include, but not limited to, the transmitter

to transmit data via a light signal, a receiver to receive inbound light signals, and such

other components and circuits typically associated with a TOSA and/or ROSA.

[051] Figure 5B illustrates the standard configuration and pad layout for the PCB

found in a SFP transceiver module according to the SFP MSA standard. Note that pads

1 1 through 20 are located on a top 506 of the PCB, and pads 1 through 10 are located on

a bottom 508 of the PCB (as viewed through the top). For the sake of completeness,

specific names and functions of the pad designations under the SFP MSA are discussed

in the following paragraphs. However, this information is also outlined on page 21 of
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the SEP MSA, dated September 14, 2000, and which was previously incorporated by

reference. A similar list of pads can be obtained for an XFP module.

[052] Starting with the bottom of the PCB, pad number 1 is called VeeT, and functions

as the transmitter ground. Pad number 2 is called TX Fault and functions as a

transmitter fault indication. It is an open collector/drain output and functions in either a

high or low state. In one configuration, when the state of the signal propagating to or

from pad 2 is high, output indicates a laser fault of some kind, whereas a low state

indicates normal operation. Pad number 3 is called TX Disable and functions as a

transmitter disable to shut down the transmitter optical output. Pad number 4 is called

MOD-DEF2 and functions as a data line for a two wire serial interface for a serial ID.

Pad number 5 is called MOD-DEF1 and functions as a clock line for a two wire serial

interface for a serial ID.

[053] With continued reference to Figure 5B and the bottom of the PCB, pad number

6 is called MOD-DEF0 and is grounded by the module to indicate that the module is

present. Pad number 7 is called Rate Select and functions to select between full or

reduced receiver bandwidth. Pad number 8 is called LOS (Loss of Signal) and

functions as an open collector/drain output and functions in either a high or low state.

When in a high state, this output indicates the received optical power is below the

worst-case receiver sensitivity (as defined by the standard in use). When in a low state,

this output indicates normal operation. Pad numbers 9 and 10 are called VeeR and both

function as a receiver ground.

[054] With continued reference to Figure 5B, and switching to the top side of the PCB,

Pad number 11 is called VeeR and functions as a receiver ground. Pad numbers 12 and

13 is called RD-/RD+, respectively. These are the differential receiver outputs. They
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are AC coupled 100£2 differential lines which should be terminated with 100Q

(differential) at the user SERDES. The AC coupling is done inside the module and is

thus not required on the host board. Pad number 14 is called VeeR and functions as a

receiver ground. Pad number 15 is called VccR and provides receiver power.

[055] With continued reference to Figure 5B and the top side of the PCB, pad number

16 is called VccT and provides transmitter power. Pad number 17 is called VeeT and

functions as the transmitter ground. Pad numbers 18 and 19 are called TD+/TD-

respectively. These are the differential transmitter inputs. They are AC-coupled,

differential lines with 100£2 differential termination inside the module. The AC

coupling is done inside the module and is thus not required on the host board. The

inputs will accept differential swings of 500 - 2400 mV (250 - 1200 mV single-ended),

though it is recommended that values between 500 and 1200 mV differential (250 - 600

mV single-ended) be used for best EMI performance. Pad number 20 is called VeeT

and functions as the transmitter ground. Pads 1, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17 and 20, (all VeeR or

VeeT) can be internally connected within the SFP module.

[056] To allow the bi-directional transceiver modules of the present invention to

operate with either legacy or bi-directional communication devices, the architecture

described with respect to Figure 5B is modified in accordance with the table included in

Figure 5C. The table of Figure 5C sets forth the pad numbers of the connector in

column 510, the conventional use of these pads according to the SFP MSA standard,

which was detailed in the paragraphs above, in column 512, and the adaptation and

change in the functionality of the pads according to the present invention in column

514. Similar changes can be made to the pad definitions for an XFP module. For
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instance, changing the operation of four pads of the XFP bi-directional transceiver

module enables the XFP to operate in bi-directional or unidirectional modes.

[057] In general, the conventional pad structure is adapted according to exemplary

embodiments of the invention to use the pads that would otherwise communicate data

with the single receiver and the single transmitter in a unidirectional module. As shown

in Figure 5C, the pads in this embodiment include pads 12, 13, 18 and 19. In

conventional operation, these four pads communicate data with the single transmitter

and the single receiver in a unidirectional module as shown in column 512. According

to this exemplary embodiment, however, these four pads are used to communicate with

one of the two receivers and one of the two transmitters of a bi-directional optical

transceiver module. The transmitter is selected to communicate over one of the two

optical fibers connected to the module and the receiver is selected to communicate over

the other of the two optical fibers.

[058] In column 514 of Figure 5C, the receiver pads 12 and 13 are designated as R1+

and R1-, while the transmitter pads 18 and 19 are designated as T1+ and T1-. Using

this convention, the numerals 1 and 2 refer to the wavelengths 1 and 2 of the referenced

receivers and transmitters. In general, the receiver having wavelength 1 and the

complementary transmitter having wavelength 1 are in different transceivers within the

bi-directional transceiver module or, in other words, are connected with different optical

fibers. Receiver 1 and transmitter 1 are those that operate using wavelength 1, while

receiver 2 and transmitter 2 are those that operate using wavelength 2. An example of

this configuration is shown in Figure 3.

[059] In addition, another set of four pads are used for communicating data with the

other transmitter and receiver in the bi-directional optical transceiver module. The pads
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for this purpose are selected from among the expendable support pads that are defined

in the SFP MSA standard discussed above with reference to Figure 5B. An example of

the pads that are suitable for this use is shown in Figure 5C, column 514, in which pads

6 and 7 are designated as T2+ and T2- pads for use with the transmitter having

wavelength 2 and pads 9 and 10 are designated as R2+ and R2- pads for use with the

receiver having wavelength 2. In situations where both the communications device and

the associated optical transceiver module are compatible with bi-directional

communication, these pads (e.g., pads 6, 7, 9 and 10) are used to communicate data

with the transmitter and the receiver having wavelength 2. If the communications

device or the optical transceiver module are legacy components and do not support bi-

directional communication, these pads 6, 7, 9 and 10 are idle, since the optical

transceiver module is used only for unidirectional communication. The pads that are

used for the complementary transmitter and receiver having wavelength 2 can instead

be other pads that have conventional uses as described in column 512 that are also not

critical for operating the optical transceiver module.

[060] In order to achieve the ability to communicate data between the communications

device and the transmitters and receivers of the optical transceiver module while

providing backwards compatibility with legacy components, the pads of the connectors

are configured as shown in column 514 of Figure 5C. The pad architecture of column

514 permits the transceiver module to operate in a unidirectional manner when

interfacing with a legacy communications device and in a bi-directional manner when

interfacing with a bi-directional communications device.

[061] According to the exemplary embodiment, the specification defining the

operation of the twenty pads in the SFP connector is adapted to provide backwards
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compatibility between unidirectional components and bi-directional components while

enabling bi-directional communication to be used in situations where both the

communications device and the optical transceiver module support bi-directional

communication. It is again noted that the particular pads that are adapted for use in this

manner can be different from those that are set forth in Figure 5C In this embodiment,

pads 1, 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 20 of column 514 are essentially unchanged with

respect to the corresponding pads in column 512. Pad 2 of column 514 is assigned to

transmitter 1 for backwards compatibility purposes, although the bi-directional

transceivers that can be used with the pad configuration of the exemplary embodiment

can be designed to communicate the existence of a fault in either transmitter through the

single pad 2. Pad 3 is used to disable the laser in the transmitters. Although pad 3 is

nominally assigned to transmitter 1, the bi-directional transceivers that can be used with

the pad configuration of the exemplary embodiment can be designed to receive a digital

disable signal for either of the transmitters through the single pad 3. Pad 8 indicates a

loss of an optical signal at receiver 1. While pad 8 is assigned to receiver 1, it can be

used to receive a loss of signal data from either receiver.

[062] Pads 6 and 7 are adapted to communicate data to the transmitter 2. In the event

g § x 5 the optical transceiver module has only a single transmitter, pads 6 and 7 are idle, and

Q^huhH the unidirectional optical transceiver module can operate without the use of these pads.
^ 8 < b ?=

°
• w < P s,

5 si oh * Similarly, pads 9 and 10 are adapted to receive data from the receiver 2 when the

gj £
<
1 8 !3 optical transceiver module is bi-directional and is being used for bi-directional

O < *

communication. Pads 12 and 13 are used to receive data from receiver 1 as explained

above. Pads 18 and 19 communicate data to transmitter 1.
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[063] The twenty pad connector discussed above with reference to Figures 5B and 5C

is configured as a male portion of a connector assembly. This male portion is

electrically part of bi-directional transceiver module containing two transmitters and

two receivers. A complementary female portion can be found in patch panels and the

like. According to the exemplary embodiment discussed above, the female portion in

the patch panels is designed for unidirectional communication.

[064] While the exemplary embodiment discussed above altered the pad configuration

on the male portion of the connector, one skilled in the art will realize that it would be

just as easy to modify the female portion of a connector that is configured for bi-

directional communication. In this case, the female portion of the connector is in a

patch panel configured for bi-directional communication. In keeping with an alternate

embodiment, the pads on the female portion can be modified as described above to

allow unidirectional communication to take place using a standard unidirectional

transceiver module. In this case, the pads on the transceiver module would not be

altered.

[065] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are thus adapted for at least

two different scenarios. First, the pads on the PCB of a bi-directional transceiver

module are altered as discussed above with reference to Figures 5B and 5C. This

transceiver module will then function properly when connected either to a

unidirectional panel or a bi-directional panel. Second, the pads on the female connector

of a panel or the like are altered as discussed above with reference to Figures 5B and

5C. This panel will then function properly with either a bi-directional transceiver or a

unidirectional transceiver. The exemplary embodiments of the present invention

therefore provide a substantial improvement over standard unidirectional or bi-
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directional systems, neither of which will currently work with components designed for

the other.

[066] The present invention may be embodied in other specific forms without

departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described embodiments are to

be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the

invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing

description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of

the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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